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introduction: transnational film remakes - 1 introduction: transnational film remakes iain robert smith and
constantine verevis on 14 april 2016, paramount pictures released the first image of actress transnational
television remakes - researchgate - short communication transnational television remakes claire perkins
and constantine verevis* school of media, film and journalism, monash university, melbourne, australia
transnational film remakes: la casa muda and silent house - transnational translatability of the lowbudget, production gimmick horror-ﬁlm by exploring a recent, sub-generic instance of it: the faux “single take”
horror la casa muda daniel herbert remaking transnational hollywood - remaking transnational
hollywood an interview with roy lee daniel herbert the recent cycle of hollywood remakes of east asian films
constitutes one of the most important changes in hollywood’s transnational composition. producer roy lee of
vertigo entertainment is immensely responsible for this industrial and cultural change. lee produced the ring
(2002), the grudge (2004), and most recently ... examples of national and transnational cinema: akira study of international remakes is a promising method to map the field with some accuracy. this essay will
analyze the journey from hammett’s novel to kurosawa’s film and then to leone’s western, and will
demonstrate how the process of adaptation functions and what happens to a “text” when it becomes
transnational and polysemic. because leone is the creator of the italian western, the ... dong hoon kim
transnationalism and film genres in east ... - global, and the national and transnational. east asian
remakes by hollywood, regional and global film and media co productions, and the global popularity of
japanese and korean popular cultural products have received considerable attention of film and media scholars
who explore the transnationalscholars who explore the transnational who explore the transnational movement
of east asian cinema ... remake studies: new methods and approaches - transnational hispanic cinemas
and experimental film and video, and it has been published in journals such as transnational cinemas , screen ,
and the journal of spanish cultural studies . he co-leads the research projects ma beyond national cinema
view online (2018/2019) - transnational film remakes - 2017 book world cinema: critical approaches - john
hill, pamela church gibson, 2000 book food, film and culture: a genre study - james r. keller, 2013 book |
further reading week 7 - regional cinema (4 items) question: what does bergfelder say are the main differences
between national, transnational and supra-national cinema? 4/9. 06/05/19 ma beyond national cinema ... meta
city, non-city, and crime city: remaking hong kong ... - proves particularly crucial in the process of
transnational film remakes, because a successful visual translation of film narratives requires a viable
transplantation of the city across east asian cinemas: exploring transnational connections on ... - the
making of a transnational auteur park chan-wook,” likewise argues that the nation is closely tied to the
discourse of global cinema. 2 gary g. xu, “remaking east asia: outsourcing hollywood,” in hunt and leung, east
asian cinemas, 201. korean-chinese film remakes in a new age of cultural ... - university of wollongong
research online faculty of law, humanities and the arts - papers faculty of law, humanities and the arts 2017
korean-chinese film remakes in a new age of hye jean chung spectral bodies and uncanny effects ... producing transnational film remakes, which is also a form of re-producing doubles through visual media. as a
hollywood/japanese collaboration produced by regency enterprises and distributed by 20th century fox, shutter
was not overtly promoted as a remake of a popular thai movie. the production process of the film, which
included location shooting in tokyo, created cosmopolitan experiences ... encore hollywood: remaking
french cinema - writersfreefo - result dealing with transnational film remakes have focused on hollywood
remakes . lucy mazdons encore lucy mazdons encore hollywood: remaking french cinema, for example,. this
is a post print version of this paper. it will be ... - film remakes translation zhang yimou coen brothers
cannibalism explicitation . world cinema is host to multiple definitions and captive to the problems that dog
any attempt to address global cultural production, from viewers not having adequate cultural knowledge to
fully understand texts from cultures other than their own (nagib 2006: 36) to a tendency to simplify the field
by opposing ... book review - biblioent - degruyter mouton communications2018;aop book review smith, i.
r., & verevis, c. (eds.)2017ansnational film remakes.edinburgh: edinburghuniversitypress.192pp. national
cuisine and international sexuality: cultural ... - transnational remakes have become a significant subgenre in the increasingly globalized commercial cinema, where the boundaries between the national and the
transnational are constantly redefined and problematized. when films are remade transnationally, dissimilarities in cultural background, visual conventions, mode of production, and ideological contexts determine
that the remakes obtain ... gender and the family in contemporary chinese-language ... - 1 gender and
the family in contemporary chinese-language film remakes sarah woodland bbusman., ba (hons) a thesis
submitted for the degree of doctor of philosophy at ft3tcb: television and contemporary view online
culture b - relationships in which it is engaged: from remakes, spin-offs, reboots, to sequels and prequels,
contemporary television is strongly located in a recombinant culture in which content moves – again and again
– across borders of both medium and national context. summer 2019: term ii - onestop.unca - this course
is an interdisciplinary study of transnational film remakes as both a cultural phenomenon and a popular
cinematic entertainment subgenre from a comparative and cross- cultural critical approach. directing
futures - university of southampton - film at southampton is commended by the guardian for having one
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of the best staff-to-student ratios of any uk university, something that is reflected in the consistently high
student satisfaction rankings we receive from the transnational television drama - conferences - 1
transnational television drama preliminary programme 5-9 june 2018 inclusive pre-conferences, conference
and social walks programme international conference, 5-9 june 2018, aarhus university, denmark. barriers to
cross” in bret easton ellis' unfathomably - metanarratives of gender in transnational film remakes friday,
may 26 8:30 am – 9 am registration 9 am – 10:30 am session 4: from greece to chile thanassis agathos
(national and kapodistrian university of athens, greece): celui qui doit mourir (1957): when nikos kazantzakis
met jules dassin anupam kamal sen (university of eastern finland): transition from page to screen: a study on
the ... hollywood remakes, deleuze and the grandfather paradox - 1 shot for shot remakes 9 2
transnational remaking 33 part ii the problem of distance 3 the vicious circles of postmodern representations
61 4 remake series and the “case” of film noir 89 part iii the problem of the exception 5 the other side of
remakes 121 6 the grandfather paradox 148 conclusion: encore deleuze 176 notes 181 bibliography 205 index
211 vii. figures 3.1 still from alfred ... early film culture in hong kong, taiwan, and republican china transnational film studies, i am concerned about how xue’s adventurous and commercial westernized
cantonese opera films assimilate foreign ele- ments in the cantonese performance tradition and strategic
practice to en- > the asia-pacific war 60 years on: history & memory ... - mately weighed down li’s
transnational mobility are, per-haps, escaping our radar. my goal, therefore, is to reassess ... film remakes.
yw3@alumni.duke between the national and the transnational: li xianglan/yamaguchi yoshiko and panasianism yamaguchi yoshiko playing a japanese girl, the adopted daugher of a male russian opera singer,
singing ‘my nightin-gale’ in russian. the still ... the journal of specialised translation issue 30 july 2018 of film simultaneous interpretation or audio description for the theatre. in other words, the audiovisual text is
either captioned or revoiced. however, localisation is an all-inclusive term which also embraces any type of
‘media adaptation,’ such as format licensing, adaptations, transcreations and remakes, hence the concept of
translation interpreted in its widest sense. a significant ... vol. 11 no. 3: adaptation, translation,
permutation - from which to choose. 2016 film remakes have included ghostbusters, ben hur, the magnificent
seven, and pete’s dragon, and recent entertainment news has announced up- rashna wadia richards rhodes - transnational film remakes. eds. constantine verevis and iain robert smith. forthcoming with
edinburgh university press. "love, desi style: arranged marriage and transnational mobility." forthcoming in ...
jam programme 9 - university of reading - one of many remakes of nostalgically remembered television
shows, charlie’s angels(mcg, 2000) was released just in time for the 25 th anniversary of the iconic 1970s
series with its memorable theme tune and hair styles. remade in hollywood - muse.jhu - when the film
opened in singapore, fans were delighted that the on-screen pairing of chan and li had finally happened,
though they wished it had occurred much earlier in their careers. advance information march 2017 edinburgh university press - transnational film remakes edited by iain robert smith and constantine verevis
the editors iain robert smith is lecturer in film studies at king's college london. rashna wadia richards
doctor of philosophy in english ... - transnational film remakes, eds. constantine verevis and iain robert
smith (edinburgh: edinburgh university press, 2017), 118-129. “(not) kramer vs. kumar: the contemporary
bollywood remake as glocal masala film,” in education professional academic experience - unco - the
film scene: cinema, the arts, and social change, "chinese supernaturalism: mythic ethnography and the
mystical other in contemporary hollywood film," university of hong kong, hong kong. international
conference: popular seriality | june 6-8, 2013 - and film remakes, adaptations and fan productions:
remake | remodel (palgrave- macmillan, 2012). ruth mayer holds the chair of american studies at leibniz
university in hannover. conference reports october 2011 - university of nottingham - including film and
television studies, political and philosophical theory, musicology, sociology and history, and a number of
identifiable themes emerged over the course of the four days. film trilogies - springer - oldboy and the
making of a transnational auteur park chan-wook” appears in east asian cinemas: exploring transnational
connections on film edited by leon hunt and leung wing-fai (2008). film-philosophy 21 (2017) - edinburgh
university press - watched the original version (one, where they simply followed the story and the other,
where they began to detect hidden details). varndell then shifts his focus to transnational remakes that
similarly fail 2018 spring schedule – cullowhee classes 12:00 p.m. - li has published many journal articles
and book chapters on transnational chinese cinema, film remakes, cultural politics in contemporary chinese
cinema, post-feminism in chinese language films, and gender politics in comparative cinema. ft3sr: screen
relations - talis - terms of spin-offs, remakes, reboots, sequels, prequels, and franchise building. with a with a
focus on contemporary film and television, it will consider such intertextual relationships conference report:
of borders and monsters: transnational ... - in her research is transnational production and the wider
trend of eastern european film locations becoming popular both for us productions and us/european coproductions. plotz finds that films like hostel (roth, 2005) and train (raff, 2009) feature a number of com transnational television drama - conferences - 1 transnational television drama . preliminary programme
5-9 june 2018 . inclusive pre-conferences, conference and social walks programme . international conference,
5-9 june 2018, aarhus university, denmark. dead on arrival: the fate of australian film noir - historical
age of film noir, enabled by the post-war arrival of hollywood film into paris, and a french predisposition to
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view the film noir as an existential allegory of the white male condition (naremore 1998: 26). everything
goes back to the beginning: television ... - the swedish film adaptations began production in 2006, and
the first film, the girl with the dragon tattoo (oplev, 2009), was quickly followed by the girl who played with fire
(alfredson, 2009) in september, and finally the girl who kicked a
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